The higher than classical efficiency exhibited by some quantum algorithms is here ascribed to their non-mechanistic character, which becomes evident by joining the notions of entanglement and quantum measurement. This character might be fundamental enough to be the basis of any efficient quantum computation. We give, as an example, a speculative paradigm which exploits non-mechanism and is alternative to Turing's.
• it is suspected of being essentially unable to yield NP-complete=P [2] .
Thus, we should also look for new paradigms, even at the cost of exchanging a proven approach for speculation.
A possible strategy is to investigate the fundamental reason of the efficiency achieved by the current algorithms: a reason fundamental enough should be irrespective of the paradigm chosen, and could be leveraged for searching new paradigms. [3] have demonstrated that quantum entanglement is essentially involved in providing the efficiency (see also ref. [4] ). However, until now, the role of quantum measurement has been left in the background. In this paper, through a critical examination of Simon's algorithm, we will highlight the active role played by it.
Ekert and Jozsa
By explicitly considering quantum measurement, efficient quantum computation reveals a non-mechanistic or teleological character, being "intelligently" driven by both initial and final actions.
Surprisingly, mechanism (i.e. everything driven by initial actions, with randomness understood as ignorance about them), a central dogma of science before the new physics, would be scientifically disproved by the efficiency of quantum computation (first shown by D. Deutsch in 1985 [5] ).
Besides epistemological considerations, the possibility of leveraging non-mechanism to find new efficient paradigms will be exemplified by giving a speculative paradigm strongly based on it. This paradigm would vanish in the classical framework and would yield NPcomplete=P.
II. SIMON'S ALGORITHM REVISITED
Given a function f : B n → B n , with B = {0, 1}, 2-to-1 with periodicity r, the problem is finding r in poly (n) steps [6] . We have to assume that the computation of the function f (x), given the argument x, requires poly(n) steps, whereas, given a value f of f (x), the computation of x and x + r such that f = f (x) = f (x + r), requires exp(n) steps. For short, we say that the function is hard to "reverse" ("invert" is avoided since the function has no inverse). Fig. 1a gives a trivial example, useful for visualization, where the function Let a (b) be the register containing x (y), H a be the Hadamard transform on register a, N = 2 n . Simon's algorithm (as revisited in ref. [7] ) goes as follows ( fig. 1b) .
, obtaining say f :
The register state at time t 3 is not only a function of the former states, this is emphasized by changing the notation from ϕ to β.
the sign · denotes the module 2 internal product of two binary numbers (seen as row matri-
f) measure z (time t 5 ): r · z must be 0 for measured z; see the form of |β (t 4 ) ; g) by repeating the overall process for a sufficient number of times [poly(n) on average], a number of constraints r · z (i) sufficient to identify r is eventually gathered.
It should be noted that performing or skipping step (d) is indifferent for what concerns the result of measuring z at time t 5 (step f); this point will be discussed again.
III. THE NOTION OF NON-MECHANISTIC COMPUTATION
We should first circumscribe the central part of Simon's algorithm, namely the propagation from t 1 to t 3 where quantum efficiency is achieved: the leading and trailing edges of the algorithm involve neither entanglement nor efficiency [3] . |β (t 3 ) , obtained by measuring
, contains the readable period r: readable by means of the algorithm trailing edge, in a polynomial number of repetitions of the whole experiment; in the following:
readable for short, by ignoring polynomial differences of efficiency.
Writing |β (t 3 ) by classical means would require solving the following system of simultaneous Boolean equations (we are dealing with integers): Note that both the input and the output of the hard to reverse gates f are constrained. This makes the problem hard: satisfying this network implies computing the reverse function, and would require an exp(n) number of computation steps.
It is natural to think that the complete description of a quantum propagation comprising wave function collapse − a convenient notion here − is given by both |ϕ (t) and |β (t) , where |β (t) is extended back in time until before the preparation. In other words, both
propagations undergo the same unitary transformations, but |ϕ (t) starts from the preparation while |β (t) ends into the measurement outcome or, in equivalent terms, goes back in time starting from that outcome (both propagations are unitary-reversible).
Thus, ϕ can stand for forward-in-time and β for backward-in-time (here time is seen as a parameter with no connection to the direction of causality, as will be clarified in Section IV).
According to von Neumann et al., wave function collapse separates the two propagations in a sort of atemporal way, since it can be back-dated any time between preparation and measurement outcome, namely between the two times the state of the quantum system is in a one-to-one correspondence with the state of a classical apparatus (i.e. during the unobserved life of the quantum system).
We shall propose the following interpretation of Simon's algorithm: efficiency is achieved by exploiting both |ϕ (t) and |β (t) according to the following interpretation. Given measured f, |β (t) computes the reverse function, namely the superposition of x and x + r, by running the direct function computation back in time, thus taking the same time, which leads to higher than classical efficiency. A proper development of this idea will lead to non-trivial consequences.
As a first point, we should examine a difference introduced by wave function collapse, with respect to classical-deterministic computation.
Without considering collapse, register state propagation |ϕ (t) from t 1 to t 2 is unitary, thus deterministic. This means that the output |ϕ (t 2 ) , with t 2 > t 1 , is a univocal invertible function of the input |ϕ (t 1 ) . More generally, this is "Laplacean clockwork universe", it is mechanism which characterizes both quantum unitary propagations and classical computation (comprising random events, if randomness is blind to future actions and means ignorance about past actions).
We shall consider now wave function collapse, originating |β (t) , while drawing on the notion of initial and final actions, and quantum spontaneity in between, due to D. Finkelstein [8] .
Let t be the time of collapse. This can be placed anywhere during the unobserved life of the quantum system but, to be conservative, we place it "immediately before" measurement outcome. Thus, we can say that t 2 and t 3 are the times immediately before and after collapse, respectively. We must assume t 2 < t < t 3 1 . In fact, t 2 t t 3 would allow for t 2 = t = t 3 , which makes the state of the quantum system two-valued at time t [a superposition (eq. 2)
1 The same type of inequality is used in both positions because of time symmetry. The character of collapse should not change under inversion of time (where the collapse outcome becomes a preparation).
and a proper part of that superposition (eq. 3), at the same time], a possibility that we discard.
We should note that, besides producing the random outcome f in register b, collapse makes an intelligent choice in register a, by selecting the superposition |β a = 1 √ 2
(|x a + |x + r a ) which contains the "readable" period r, thus leading to (or toward) problem solution.
There is something that should be noted here. The above superposition is a nonredundant function F of both |ϕ (t 2 ) and the measurement outcome f = f (t 3 ), namely occurring at time t 3 :
by the way, if collapse is back-dated, this just "dramatizes" the inequality t 2 < t 3 . In other words, |ϕ (t 2 ) and f are both needed to construct |β a ; since such a construction is univocal, this defines the function F .
The "intelligent choice" |β a , from which the problem solution can be "read", is thus determined in a non-redundant way by both initial and final actions which do not overlap in any point in time; note that the final action is not a univocal function of the initial action, since wave function collapse, namely quantum spontaneity, is in between.
Initial actions are: the preparation (1), performing H a , and computing f (x); they are represented in eq. (4) by their result |ϕ (t 2 ) . Final actions are measuring b and registering f at time t 3 .
In conclusion, according to equation and inequality (4), the mechanistic notion that everything is determined by either initial actions or "blind randomness", holding in classical computation, is violated 2 .
How non-mechanism is leveraged becomes perhaps clearer by back-dating the outcome of collapse. Let it be placed at time t 1+ , after the first Hadamard transform and before starting the computation of f (x) (fig. 1b) . The final actions of having (in reverse order) registered f, measured b, and computed f (x), change state (1) into
where the arguments x and x + r are such that their function (computed afterward) will be f . This is another way of seeing that final actions have reversed the computation of f , by running it back in time.
One might think that reversing the computation of f (x) implies reversing in time the direction of causality; whereas, during the direct computation of f (x), causality should go forward in time, in the same time interval. We will show in Section IV that there is no contradiction. Interestingly, the non-mechanistic character of efficient quantum computation brings us to re-examining the notion of causality in the quantum domain.
IV. NON-MECHANISM AND THE NOTION OF CAUSALITY
We will show that |ϕ (t) and |β (t) are not associated with forward and backward causality, but with the coexistence of the two. In the model developed in [9, 10] by one of the authors et al., the above propagations are linear combinations of two indistinguishable and correlated propagations:
where |ψ (t) + is the retarded wave, associated with forward-in-time causality, and |ψ (t) − is the advanced wave, associated with backward-in-time causality (see also refs. [12, 13] ). Both waves undergo the same unitary transformations of |β (t) and |ϕ (t) . Let us give these waves in the central part of Simon's algorithm:
The upper (lower) signs apply to the retarded (advanced) wave, or viceversa; δ is an undefined phase. Wave indistinguishability (required by the time-symmetry of a reversible process) imposes a gauge symmetry on δ: it must be a random variable with uniform distribution in [0, 2π] − as readily seen, this makes the two waves mathematically indistinguishable, therefore either wave can be associated with either direction of causality. (6) and (7) become uncomplete descriptions belonging to the method of random phases [8] .
To have a complete description, both directions of causality, in fact the sum or the difference of the two waves, should be considered: for example, |ψ (t 1+ ) + + |ψ (t 1+ ) − yields state (5), namely a pure state (a complete description). In conclusion, the absence of a privileged direction of causality (time is viewed as a parameter here) means that the two directions of causality always coexist in the unobserved quantum framework.
However, we should keep in mind an essential difference between |ϕ (t) and |β (t) .
is a function of the preparation only, while |β (t) is a function of both the preparation and the measurement outcome. This asymmetry introduces the time-arrow in the quantum framework. In fact, while |ϕ (t) can carry information forward in time, |β (t) cannot carry any information back in time: there is no information in the random measurement outcome (that was not already there in the past), reversible computation does not affect the information content of that outcome [10] ; no information can be sent back in time (but the random measurement outcome goes back in time along reversible computation originating the efficiency). The outside of the quantum system seems to be involved in this asymmetry, for example we can control the preparation, not the measurement outcome.
V. AN ALTERNATIVE QUANTUM COMPUTATION PARADIGM
We conjecture that non-mechanism is at the basis of higher than classical efficiency in any possible quantum computation paradigm. Ref. [14] gives a speculative paradigm which exploits non-mechanism and is alternative to Turing's.
We shall briefly review it. We consider the NP-complete SAT problem given in fig. 3 . f is a general Boolean function, inputs and output are qubits of coexisting registers, they just mean argument and function. Time is orthogonal to this network layout: this is not the Boolean network appearing in the time-diagram of reversible computation, it is a Boolean network that should be satisfied, at some point in time, by the simultaneous eigenvalues of the coexisting registers' qubits. The algorithm given in ref. [14] goes as follows. Each unconstrained input qubit is prepared in the state
(|0 + |1 ). By using conventional quantum computation (i.e. a suitable unitary evolution starting from the preparation) we reach in polynomial time an entangled state which is an equally weighted superposition of tensor products of qubits eigenstates, each satisfying the input and the function f (the output constraint is disregarded). Namely, we compute f and put the result in a one-qubit register y, while keeping memory of the input in another coexisting register. At this time, we assume that interaction has ceased and all registers' qubits are independent of each other.
Let us assume that the network admits exactly one solution, and that the problem is to find it. The initial entangled state is a superposition of tensor products ending, all but one, with |0 y . Then a π/2 rotation is applied to the independent qubit y, while the overall network state is submitted to continuous measurement, such that it is continuously projected on the constrained Hilbert subspace H c , whose basis vectors satisfy the input constraints and f (the initial entangled state belongs to that subspace).
This generates a unitary/reversible propagation of the network state which, in one computation step (the π/2 rotation), leads to a state close to the solution. Measurement of the qubits content gives the solution with high probability [14] .
It should be noted that continuous measurement is a plausible but hypothetical notion, being strictly based on a retarded-advanced wave (two-way) model.
While the two-way model highlights the non-mechanistic origin of Simon's algorithm efficiency, it is not needed to describe that algorithm. On the contrary, without a propagation driven by both past and future actions − separated by continuous collapse − there would be no continuous measurement (ref. 14) 3 . We would remain with the denumerable notion of frequent measurement in the limit of infinite frequency. This would introduce a Zeno effect freezing the propagation in its initial state, thus completely preventing the above said reversible propagation (toward problem solution). This is an interesting divergence: two-way propagation might lead to checkable consequences.
Continuous measurement is plausible as far as it is an interpretation of particle statistics, seen as continuous projection on the symmetric subspace. The problem of (possibly) exploiting particle statistics (its potential non-mechanistic character) in quantum computation is addressed in refs. [9, 10, [14] [15] [16] 18] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that higher than classical efficiency stems out of the non-mechanistic character of quantum computation, appearing when quantum measurement is performed over an entangled state. Non-mechanism means that a propagation comprising wave function collapse is intelligently driven (toward problem solution) in a non-redundant way by both initial and final actions.
In Simon's algorithm, this amounts to computing the reverse function by exploiting back in time the computation of the direct function. When the function is easy to compute and hard to reverse, higher than classical efficiency is achieved.
Hopefully, the notions developed in this work will help in the quest for new efficient computation paradigms. By way of exemplification, we have given a speculative paradigm which would lead to NP-complete=P by exploiting non-mechanism in a stronger, mathematically continuous, way.
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